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OEC advisory opinion clarifies restrictions
on public officials employed by entities that
receive public financial assistance . . .
significant limitations remain

By Maria J. Armstrong
Many public officials maintain outside employment,
sometimes at nonprofit corporations that receive
financial support from the public agencies they
serve. In response to a number of questions
it has received over the years, the Ohio Ethics
Commission (OEC) recently issued Advisory
Opinion No. 2016-01 to offer guidance for public
officials who are employed by a nonprofit that
receives public funding. The opinion restates and
clarifies information that the OEC issued in earlier
advisory opinions regarding this subject and also
incorporates new guidance acquired at recent
commission meetings.
The commission reiterated that Ohio Revised
Code Section 2921.42(A)(3) prohibits a public
official or employee from occupying a “position
of profit” in a public contract. This section, the
commission wrote, generally “prohibits a public
official from also being employed by a nonprofit
or for profit corporation, company, or other entity,
where the establishment or operations of the entity
is dependent upon receipt of the public agency’s
financial assistance or the public official would
otherwise profit from the award of the contract.”

However, determination of an entity’s dependency
on public funding has often come into question at
various levels of government throughout the state.
To clarify the restrictions and identify specific
situations in which a risk of conflict exists, the
commission established a “rebuttable presumption”
to determine when a corporation is dependent upon
public financial assistance. Absent a showing to
the contrary, a nonprofit agency will be rebuttably
presumed to be dependent on a public agency that
provides 25 percent or more of its funding in a
calendar or fiscal year.
Although the opinion was drafted for a hypothetical
city council member employed by a nonprofit
corporation, the OEC made clear that the analysis
applied to any public official or employee who is
employed by a for-profit or nonprofit entity that
received 25 percent of its funding from the public
agency. Moreover, the commission made clear
that R.C. 2921.42(A)(3) did not apply to public
employees who served in unpaid positions with
a nonprofit regardless of the amount of financial
assistance the nonprofit received from the public
agency.
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While the guidance summarized above is
helpful as to R.C. 2921.42(A)(3), public
employees and officials must also remain
cognizant of a companion provision in Ohio
law that prohibits having “an interest in
the profits or benefits of a public contract”
contained in R.C. 2921.42(A)(4). As the
commission has often explained, and explained
again in Advisory Opinion No. 2016-01, a
prohibited interest under this section can either

be pecuniary or fiduciary in nature and must
be definite and direct. Public officials who have
a fiduciary interest in their private employer’s
contracts (usually board members serving on a
nonprofit board, corporate officers or company
managers with specific duties related to the
public contract) may have issues related to RC
2921.24(A)(4) even if they are unpaid and even
if the amount of public funding is less than 25
percent of the corporation’s annual funding.

There are several exceptions to the provisions
noted above that could apply to various specific
situations. Public officials who suspect they
may have a conflict of interest under either
R.C. 2921.43(A)(3) or (4) should consult with
their statutory legal counsel or the Ohio Ethics
Commission for guidance on these potentially
complex issues.

Bricker launches Compliance Connections blog
If you like what you’re reading in this quarterly newsletter, we encourage you to visit our new Compliance
Connections blog featuring news alerts, original articles and helpful tips regarding ethics, lobbying and
campaign finance compliance. To have frequent updates sent directly to your inbox, subscribe to the blog via
FeedBurner. Additionally, be sure to visit the blog and bookmark the site for easy reference.
www.Compliance-Connections.com

What went wrong? A cautionary tale for public officials
and 501(c)(4)s

By Maria J. Armstrong
Nonprofit organizations that seek to advance
the political or social agendas of political
candidates must be careful to keep their
distance from those candidates. It is not
uncommon for candidates to raise funds
for 501(c)(4)s, SuperPACs or other 527-like
organizations, and these groups often hire

former political employees or subcontractors
to work for them on issues of mutual concern.
But, it is easy to cross the line. Public criticism
or even election law complaints are never
helpful to a candidate, even if they are
eventually dismissed, as were the charges

outlined in a New York Times article about
Mayor de Blasio. One way to avoid problems
is for candidates and 501(c)(4)s to draw clear
boundaries in a firewall policy and then strictly
enforce those protocols.

HELPFUL TIP
Ballot issue PACs must have a $0 balance before they can formally close and end their ongoing
campaign finance reporting obligation. The Ohio Elections Commission recently issued an advisory
opinion that adds one more way for ballot issue PACs to close out their books. In addition to making lawful expenditures or charitable contributions, ballot issue PACs may now also return surplus
funds to contributors on a pro rata basis. See Advisory Opinion 2016ELC-04 for more details.
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FEC releases campaign spending summary

By Maria J. Armstrong
Although Election Day is months away,
campaign spending is well under way and
outpacing any previous presidential election
years, as demonstrated by the Federal Election
Commission’s (FEC) statistics from the first
15 months of the 2015-2016 election cycle.
In total, presidential, congressional, party
committee and political action committee
(PAC) filers raised over $4 billion from January
1, 2015, to March 31, 2016. Presidential
candidates raised $735.3 million and reported
expenditures of $671.1 million during the
period. Presidential candidates who filed
campaign finance reports also disclosed a
combined $50.8 million in debts and $67.8
million in cash on hand as of March 31, 2016.
Not surprisingly, spending and overall activity
this cycle is higher than in the previous election
cycles, but lags behind 2008, which was the
last recent election without an incumbent
president running. The number of declared
candidates is also up this season, according
to the FEC: 93 presidential candidates filed
for this election, which is double the number
of candidates from the last three presidential
elections combined.
PAC activity is also up. Throughout the months
covered by the report, 7,774 federal PACs filed
with the FEC, reporting $1.9 billion raised and
$16 billion spent. The most significant portion
of these funds were raised by independent
expenditure-only PACs (nonconnected PACs),
which make up 2,320 of the total filers and
nearly $700 million of the receipts. Funds
raised by corporate PACs (separate segregated
funds), which make up 1,736 of the total filers,
totaled approximately $250 million. Although
committees with noncontribution accounts
and the labor group represent small portions
of the registered PACs (1.9 and 3.6 percent,
respectively), they together raised $572 million
or an estimated 30 percent of the total funds
for this type of political group.
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Independent expenditures, which are used for
communications that are not at the request of or
endorsed by a candidate, made up $310 million
of additional receipts. SuperPACs accounted for
almost all reported independent expenditures
during the 15 months examined.
For additional information regarding the
FEC’s financial report, including congressional
candidate and political party committee
expenditures, view the complete FEC release.
(charts courtesy of FEC)

Corporate Ethics and
Compliance Manual
Bricker’s Corporate Ethics and Compliance
Manual will help you comply with state and
federal regulations related to ethics, lobbying
and campaign finance laws. For more information, click here or contact Maria Armstrong at
614.227.8821 or marmstrong@bricker.com.

This document has been prepared as a general reference document for informational purposes. The information contained herein is not intended to be and should not
be construed as legal advice. Each circumstance should be considered and evaluated separately, and possibly with involvement of legal counsel.
Please contact Bricker & Eckler LLP for permission to reprint this newsletter in part or in its entirety.

